R

Experience, Products, and
Agricultural Know-How to Keep
Your Operation Profitable

ain for Rent is the leading provider of irrigation parts, service, and liquid handling solutions.
Rain for Rent insists on offering respected, high-quality equipment and parts from brands you
trust. From pumps and filtration to pipe, hose, pivots, and other irrigation products, we provide
everything you need to keep your operation on track. Growers and producers trust Rain for Rent to
deliver efficient irrigation solutions, thoroughly and cost effectively.

Irrigation Systems
Whether your system calls for center pivot, lateral, wheel
line, drip/emitter, fixed nozzle or something else, Rain for
Rent has you covered. Replacement sprinkler packages
are also available.

Pumps
Rain for Rent offers centrifugal, submersible and turbine
pumps for sale and rental, with diesel or electric drive
options. Whether you’re irrigating your crops, dewatering
your lagoons, or anything requiring a pump we can
easily evaluate your system needs and recommend the
best pump.

Filtration

To help keep your irrigation system operating efficiently,
Rain for Rent filtration products remove sediment from
clogging your water sources to prevent clogging
or algae buildup.

Pipe and Fittings
Aluminum pipe is available in mainline, lateral, and
vacuum. Our pipe is available in band and latch, dragline,
gated, heave end, latch or no-latch, plan end and ringlock.
Certa-Set main line and laterals also available.

Serving Arizona and New Mexico
Chandler, AZ
480-895-9225
Tucson, AZ
520-574-0479
Yuma, AZ
928-726-8865
rainforrent.com/AG
800 742 7246

Las Cruces, NM
575-524-0879

Engineered
Irrigation Design
Rain for Rent is a leader
providing design and
engineering for
hydraulically sound
water-saving irrigation
methods. Our
engineers are certified
and have a long
history of learning and
applying the latest
irrigation methods
and the most effective
equipment. The
designs allow your
crops to yield better
and grow faster while
saving you money in
the process.

Irrigation Systems

Pumps

Sprinkler Irrigation

Rain for Rent is a leader in sprinkler irrigation rentals
and sales. We offer every part of a sprinkling system
from gasket to pipe and sprinkler ends.

Drip and Micro Sprayers

4RB

6RB

Size 6" x 4"
1600 GPM
250 FT HEAD

Size 10" x 6"
4200 GPM
300 FT HEAD

DV150i

DV400c

Size 6" x 6"
2750 GPM
195 FT HEAD

Size 18" x 16"
16,000 GPM
200 FT HEAD

Micro Sprinkler Irrigation systems provide highly
uniform and targeted distributions of water, allowing
for maximum production.

Wheel Moves

Wheel Move irrigation features an engine-driven, high
pressure all-hydraulic power train.

Pipe, Hose and Fittings

Pivots

Rain for Rent provides Reinke Pivots, with a five year
warranty — the best in the industry.

Aluminum

Certa-Set Pipe

Mainline, lateral, and
vacuum pipe available

Mainline and
lateral available

Filtration

Proud Authorized Reinke Pivot Dealer

Sand Media Filters

Bag Filters

70 to 1,960 GPM
80 - 100 PSI

400 GPM
150 PSI

Rain for Rent is a registered trademark of Western Oilfields Supply Company. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice.

